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Songs:
1.Hello! How are you?
2. Out of your sight

3. I´m going to travel
4.Landscapes

5.We are the planets
6.This is my home and my family

7.Food Around the world
8.Country-city song
9. My planet is earth 

10.Let´s go to the museum
11. Goodbye!



Songs:
1. Out of your sight

2. I´m going to travel
4.Landscapes

5.We are the planets
6.This is my home and my family

7.Where I live
8.Orientation

9. My planet is earth 
10.Let´s go to the museum
11. A Trip Around the World

 

5º y 6ºPrimaria



Traveling English
Lyrics







Look at that Mountain landscape!
What can you see?

I see some mountains
I see a valley

 
Look at that coastal landscape!

What can you see?
I see a beach

I see a cliff
 

Landscapes, landscapes
Beautiful places

Mountain landscapes
Landscapes landscapes

Beautiful places
Coastal landscapes

 
Look at that landscape!

What can you see?
I see a lake

I see a bridge
 

Look at that landscape!
What can you see?

I see a tunnel
I see a city

 

Landscapes



   
 

We are the planets in the Solar system
We are the planets
We are the planets

 
I am hot, I am the Sun, I am a star

There are 8 planets in the Solar System, eight
planets, eight planets

Number 1 is Mercury, I am very small
Number 2 is Venus, I have volcanoes
Number 3 is the Earth, where we live

Number 4 is Mars, the red planet
 

We are the planets in the Solar System
 We are the planets
 We are the planets

 
Number 5 is Jupiter, I am a big planet
Number 6 is Saturn, Look at my rings

Number 7 is Uranus, I am lying on my side
Number 8 is Neptune, I am cold and dark

 
We are the planets in the Solar System

We are the planets
We are the planets

 

 
 

We Are the planets



This is my Home and my family
This is my home and my family
This is my home and my family
This is my home and my family

Mum, dad, brother, sister, grandma, grandpa and me
 

My dad is in the kitchen
Cooking a meal

My brother´s in the bathroom
Brushing his teeth

 
This is my home and my family
This is my home and my family
This is my home and my family
Mum, dad my brother and me

 
My mum´s in the living room

Reading a book
My sister´s in her bedroom

Cleaning her shoes
Mum, dad, my brother, my sister and me 

My grandma and my grandpa
Have just arrived

They parked their car
In our garage

 
This is my home and my family
This is my home and my family
This is my home and my family

Mum, dad, brother, sister, grandma, grandpa and me
 







North, South, East or West
North, South, East or West

These cardinal points we need to know
To help us move around the globe

The Sun rises in the East  x 2
The Sun sets in the West

 
North, South, East or West
North, South, East or West

These cardinal points we need to know
To help us move around the globe

 
Point North , Point North
Point South , Point South

Point East ,Point East
Point West , Point West

 
North, South, East or West
North, South, East or West

These cardinal points we need to know
To help us move around the globe

 

Orientation



My planet is earth, my planet is earth
There is land, water and air in our planet

Mountains are Land
 Rocks are land

 Oceans are water
 Rivers are water

frase
Clouds have air
Clouds have air
This is the earth

It has six continents and five oceans    
My planet is earth

My planet is Earth



Come on! Let´s go to the museum
We can see sculptures, paintings

And works of art
 

Let´s go to the museum
We can learn our traditions

And all about our past
 

Once we are in the museum
Be careful, be calm and listen

To the guide´s instructions
Don´t touch the exhibits
Don´t make any noise

 
Come on! Let´s go to the museum
We can see sculptures, paintings

And works of art
 

Let´s go to the museum
We can learn our traditions

And all about our past
 
 

Let´s go to the museum



A trip Around the world   
 

             

Walking in my playground
 

Its like a trip around the world
 

The kids in my school in Madrid
             

Are from all over the globe
 

I see Cheng he´s from China
        

There´s Kristina she´s from The Ukraine
     

Look Shahid! he´s from Pakistan
     

Here´s Yasmin she´s from Egypt
 

America, Asia, Africa are three continents in the world
 

They all are represented by these children all of them I know
 
 

There´s Anika from Bangladesh
      

I know Mohammed he´s from Morocco
 

Look Esteban! he´s from Colombia
 

Here´s Shaila she’s from Ecuador
 



 
We all are different people

           
Living under the same sun

 
               We talk, learn and have fun together

 
We are united, we are one

 
It makes you feel wiser

Knowing people from around the world
So many different backgrounds

Open your mind and you will learn 
Open your mind and you will learn 

 



Spain has 17 Autonomous Communities and two Autonomous
Cities

In these communities there are cities
Let’s talk about them

 
In País Vasco, Bilbao

In Cataluña, Barcelona
In Asturias, Oviedo

In Galicia, Vigo
 

Spain has 17 Autonomous Communities and two Autonomous
Cities

In these communities there are capital cities
Let’s talk about them

 
In Andalucía, Sevilla
In Baleares, Palma
In Murcia, Murcia

In Extremadura, Merida
 

Spain has 17 Autonomous Communities and two Autonomous
Cities

In these communities there are capital cities
These are some of them

 

Where I live




